
Cielo Mar Regatta - Ocean view apartment - 
909MTQ
Summary

Spectacular apartment in the north area, Cartagena, just two blocks from Morros beach, less than 10 minutes from 
downtown, balcony with private jacuzzi...

Description

Spectacular apartment in the north area, Cartagena, just two blocks from Morros beach, less than 10 minutes from 
downtown, balcony with private jacuzzi, beautiful ocean view of the sea and the swamp, wifi internet, air 
conditioning. Close to restaurants and supermarkets. Perfect for your vacation in this wonderful city!

The best panoramic view of all Cartagena from the terrace of the building where you will find the gym, pools and 
jacuzzi.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Currently the apartment has a construction site in front of the building, for this reason there may be noise between 
7 am and 5 pm. Thank you for your understanding.

By building rules the apartment is ONLY for the exclusive use of FAMILIES. Parties, bachelor parties, loud noices at 
night and visitors are strictly NOT allowed. Some common areas of the building are for the use of resident owners 
only.



Map

Image type unknown
http://maps.google.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=10.456989,-75.505828&zoom=17&markers=10.456989,-75.505828&size=500x300&sensor=false

Accommodation, facilities, utilities 

Apartment

Bedroom(s): 2 ( 6 Sleeps ) 
King size bed(s): 1, Trundle bed(s): 1, Double bunk bed(s): 1

Bathroom(s): 2 

Suitability

Visits:  •suitability_longterm_
Pets:  No
Smoke:  No smoking
Children:  Yes, great for kids
Wheelchair:  Yes
Elderly or infirm:  •suitability_eldery_

View

Swamp view, Ocean view

General facilities

Elevator, Balcony, Jacuzzi, Pool

Kitchen

Coffee maker, Stove, Oven, Blender, Microwave, Refrigerator, Sandwich maker, Kitchen utensils, Tableware

Services

Linein provided, Towels provided

Access

Lift

Add-ons

  Addon type Price Charge type

Cleaning fee Mandatory $125,000 One time

Guest insurance Mandatory $9,000 Daily

Suplemento de resort Mandatory $60,000 One time

Policies



Check in: 16:00, Check out: 11:00

Important Information:

- By building rules the apartment is ONLY for the exclusive use of FAMILIES. Parties, bachelor parties, loud noises at 
night and visitors are strictly NOT allowed.

- The jacuzzi works perfectly but unfortunately it does not currently have a hot water system, it only works with 
room temperature water.

- At the moment of confirming the reservation, a list with name and identification number of each guest will be 
requested. Due to management regulations, this list cannot be modified during the stay and any change must be 
sent 48 hours prior to arrival.

- Visitors who are not registered are not allowed to enter.

- This property has a capacity of 6 persons maximum (Children included).

- Check-in time is at 4:00 PM and check-out before 11:00 AM (only the schedule will be flexible depending on the 
availability and agenda of the apartment, which can be consulted on the day of arrival or departure).

- The apartment has one assigned private parking.


